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Commonist Red Art:
Blood, Bones, Utopia and
Kittens

common practices, socially engaged frameworks, short

The relationships in the commune of the Italian com-

terms goals and ‘loose/open’ commitments that could

munists (oxymoronically defined Cattocomunisti or

be defined in technological terms as liquid digital uto-

Catholic-communist) rests in faith and in compelled

pias or as a new form of permanent dystopia.

3

The XXIst century appears to be presenting us, then,

actions, in beliefs so rooted that are as blinding as
blinding is the light of God in the painting The Conversion of Saint Paul on the Road to Damascus by

with the entrenched digitized construct of the common Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio.
versus the idea of the Paris Commune of 1871, thereby
Does Red Art exist? And if so, who creates it and

prepackaged aesthetic knowledge. And yet, what does

offering a new interpretation of the social space and an

[…] and from the leadership an aggressive unwill-

where can we find it? This special issue of the Leon-

Red Art stand for and can it be only restricted to Com-

alternative to traditional leftist/neoliberal constructs.

ingness to allow any dissent or deviation. ‘That

ardo Electronic Almanac addresses these questions

munist Art?

The idea of the common – as an open access revolving

time produced one of the sharpest mental frosts

and collates a series of perspectives and visual essays
that analyze the role, if any, that Red Art plays in the
contemporary art world.

The contemporary meaning of Red Art is different

I can remember on the Left,’ the historian E. P.

highly regulated and hierarchical structure.

Thompson would recall from personal knowledge

from what it may have been for example in Italy in the
1970s, since so much has changed in terms of politics,

of the CP...
The ‘semantic’ distinguo between commons and com-

5

Red Art, these are two simple words that can gener-

ideology and technology. It is no longer possible to

munes becomes important since both terms are reflec-

It is this blind faith that has generated the martyrs of

ate complex discussions and verbal feuds since they

directly identify Red Art with Communist Art (as the

tions of constructions and terminological frameworks

communism and heretical intellectuals, accusations

align the artist to a vision of the world that is ‘Red’ or

art of the ex Union of Soviet Socialist Republics or of

for an understanding of both society and art that is

from which not even Antonio Gramsci was able to

‘Communist.’

its satellite states and globalized Communist political

based on ‘likes,’ actions and commitments for a com-

escape. The vertical hierarchical structure of the com-

parties which were and continue to be present in the

mon or a commune. The commitment, even when

mune and of the Communist Party produced heretics

Nevertheless, even if the two little words when

West – albeit in edulcorated forms) nor as the art of

disparagingly used to define some of the participants as and immolations, but also supported artists, intellectu-

4 is partial

placed together are controversial and filled with

the left, but there is a need to analyze the complexity

click-activists and armchair revolutionaries,

animus, they are necessary, if not indispensable, to

of the diversification and otherization of multiple geo-

and leaves the subject able to express other likes often

understand contemporary aesthetic issues that are

political perspectives.

affecting art and how art operates in the context of

1

als, academics and writers that operated consonantly
with the party’s ideals: people that sang from the

in contradiction with one another: e.g. I like the protests same preapproved institutional hymn sheet.
against Berlusconi’s government and I like the programs

social versus political power relations within an in-

If today’s Red Art has to redefine its structures and

creasingly technological and socially-mediated world.

constructs it becomes necessary to understand who is

Red Art could be translated – within the contempo-

8

door, is opposed to the concept of the commune – as a

Stefania: This young generation horrifies me. Hav-

on his private TVs.

ing been kept for years by this state, as soon as

encompassed within the label of Red Artists and what

I find the idea of the commons (knowledge, art, creativ-

they discover to have two neurons they pack and

their common characteristics are. Red Artists – if we

ity, health and education) liberating, empowering and

go to study, to work in the US and London, without

rary hierarchical structures – as the art of the power-

wanted to use this category – and their aesthetic pro-

revolutionary, if only it was not expressed within its own

giving a damn for who supported them. Oh well,

less versus the art of the powerful, as the art of the

duction cannot be reduced to the word ‘Communist,’

economic corporative structures, creating further layers

they do not have any civic vocation. When I was

masses versus the art of the few, as the art of the

borrowing passé ideological constructs. An alternative

of contradiction and operational complexities.

young versus the old, as the art of the technological

to the impasse and the ideological collapse of com-

young at the occupied faculty of literature, I oozed
civic vocation. […] I have written eleven novels on

democrats versus the technological conservatives,

munism is the redefinition of Red Art as the art of the

The contradictions of contemporary Red Art and con-

civic duty and the book on the official history of the

as the art of the poor versus the art of the rich... Or

commons: Commonist Art.

If Red Art were to be

temporary social interactions may be located in the

Party.

2

it could be described as the art of the revolutionary

defined as the art of the commons, Commonist Art,

difference between the interpretations of common

versus the status quo. In the multitude of the vari-

thereby entrenching it clearly within technoutopias

and commune – the commune upon which the Italian

Jep Gambardella: How many certainties you have,

ous possible definitions, one appears to stand out

and neoliberalist crowd sourcing approaches for col-

Communist Party, for example, based its foundations in

Stefania. I do not know if I envy you or feel a sensa-

for contemporary art and it is the definition of art

lective participation, this would provide a contradic-

order to build a new ‘church.’

tion of disgust. [...] Nobody remembers your civic

as bottom-up participation versus art as top-down

tory but functional framework for the realization of
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remember, personally, another vocation of yours

tool for the obscurity of the aesthetic to act as a pro-

have increasingly blurred the boundaries of financial

that was expressed at the time; but was consumed

ducer of meaning when the artist producing it is inept

and aesthetic realms.

in the bathrooms of the University. You have writ-

at creating meaning.

ten the official history of the Party because for

leads to the molding of the artist as spokesperson of

Commonist Art – if the current trends of protest will

years you have been the mistress of the head of

the party and to the reduction of the artwork, when-

continue to affirm themselves even more strongly –

This piece of writing and this whole volume is dedi-

the Party. Your eleven novels published by a small

ever successful, to advertising and propaganda.

will continue to defy power and will increasingly seek

cated to the victims of the economic and political

within global trends and its own common base viable

violence since the beginning of the Great Recession

8

a dream or the image of a kitten.

11

small newspapers close to the Party are irrelevant

Commonist Art, founded on the whim of the ‘like’ and

operational structures that hierarchies will have to

and to my father; and to the hope, hard to die off, that

novels [...] the education of the children that you

‘trend,’ on the common that springs from the aggrega-

recognize, at one point or the other, by subsuming

some utopia may still be possible.

conduct with sacrifice every minute of your life ...

tion around an image, a phrase, a meme or a video, is

Commonist Art within pre-approved structures.

Your children are always without you [...] then you

able to construct something different, a convergence

have - to be precise - a butler, a waiter, a cook, a

of opinions and actions that can be counted and

Red Art, therefore, if intended as Commonist Art

Lanfranco Aceti

driver that accompanies the boys to school, three

weighed and that cannot be taken for granted. Could

becomes the sign of public revolts, in the physical

Editor in Chief, Leonardo Electronic Almanac

babysitters. In short, how and when is your sacri-

this be a Gramscian utopia of re-construction and re-

squares or on the Internet. It is art that emerges with-

Director, Kasa Gallery

fice manifested? [...] These are your lies and your

fashioning of aesthetics according to ‘lower commons’

out institutional ‘approval’ and in some cases in spite

instead of high and rich ‘exclusivity,’ which as such is

of institutional obstacles. Gramsci would perhaps say

unattainable and can only be celebrated through dia-

that Commonist Art is a redefinition of symbolic cul-

fragilities.

6

To the question, then, if Red Art exists I would have

mond skulls and gold toilets?

ture, folk art and traditional imageries that processed

to answer: YES! I have seen Red Art in Italy (as well as

and blended through digital media and disseminated

abroad), as the Communist Art produced in the name

Commonist Art – the art that emerges from a com-

via the Internet enable Red Art to build up its own lan-

of the party, with party money and for party propagan-

mon – is a celebration of a personal judgment, par-

guages and its own aesthetics without having to be

da, not at all different from the same art produced in

tially knowledgeable and mostly instinctive, perhaps

institutionally re-processed and receive hierarchical

the name of right-wing parties with state or corporate

manipulated – since every ‘other’ opinion is either ma-

stamps of approval.

money – having both adopted and co-opted the same

nipulated by the media or the result of international

systems and frameworks of malfeasance shared with

lobby’s conspiracies or it can be no more than a rein-

sycophantic artists and intellectuals.

forcement of the society of the simulacra. Conversely,

blood and tears – literally – mark the post-democra-

it may also be that the image and its dissemination

cies of the first part of the XXIst century. Non-political,

Red Art can also be the expression of people whose

10 the crowds of the In-

In order to understand the misery of this kind of Red

online is the representation of a personal diffidence

non-party, non-believers,

Art one would have to look at the Italian aesthetiza-

towards systems of hierarchical power and endorse-

ternet rally around an argument, a sense of justice, a

tion of failure – which successfully celebrates failure in

ment that can only support ‘their own images and

feeling of the future not dominated by carcinogenic

the Great Beauty by Paolo Sorrentino when the char-

meanings’ in opposition to images that are consumed

politicians, intellectuals and curators, that present

acter of Stefania, and her ‘oozing civic duty,’ is ripped

and exhausted through infinite possibilities of inter-

apart. It is a civic responsibility that is deprived and

pretation and re-dissemination.

devoid of any ethics and morals.

10

people support within their timelines an idea, a utopia,

Even more tragically, Red Art

publishing house kept by the Party and reviewed by

on the whims of a liquid Internet structure where

7

9

themselves every time, according to geographical and
cultural spaces, as Sultans, Envoys of God, or even
Gods.

If Commonist Art offers the most populist minimum

This is but one of the multiple meanings of the con-

common denominator in an evolutionary framework

Red Art, the Commonist Art that perhaps is worth

cept of Red Art – the definition of Red Art as Com-

determined by whims, it is not at all different from

considering as art, is the one that is self-elevated, built

munist Art, is the one that can only lead to sterile

the minimum common denominator of inspirational/

on the blood and bones of people still fighting in the

definitions and autocelebratory constructs based on

aspirational codified aesthetics that are defined by

XXIst century for justice, freedom and for a piece of

the ‘aesthetic obfuscation of the lack of meaning’ as a

the higher echelons of contemporary oligarchies that

bread. Art that rallies crowds’ likes and dislikes based
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‘Red Art’ can be understood as a tool for the creation
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5

Any island constitutes a

it), may allow us to explore “concrete utopias”

8

to a

should not be confused with seemingly similar theoriza-

universalism that he advocates in his Altermodern Mani-

geographic formation that privileges the development

greater extent than ever before in recent times. It is by

festo (2009) as a direct result of new technologies and

of individual traits through a natural process of ‘appro-

actively pursuing this objective that we would expect

globalization. At a time when neoliberal capitalism was

priation.’ This encompasses both the material and the

to change the rules of the game. Artists are often the

entering its worst ever crisis, Bourriaud chose to largely

immaterial environment as expressed in the landscape,

first to try.

ignore this context and build on a concept that – in the

the biology of the different organisms, and – most
relevant to our case – culture. Notably, when it comes

end – is apolitical and counter-utopian. ‘Post-internet art’

Bill Balaskas

appears to follow a comparably dangerous trajectory.

to connecting utopianism with the cultural paradigm
of new media art, we should not focus merely on the
lack of a physical space (as articulated, for instance,
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Suggestions for Art That
Could Be Called Red
What is Red Art? Or rather: what could Red Art be

aims for nothing less than the transformation of the

cratic world and alternative economies sparked by it

in today’s post-communist, post-utopian world, a

world. With his legacy, what kind of objectives do we

have come true, if only to a minor degree.

world shaken by conflicts engendered by contrary

request from Red Art? Do we really still think that art

beliefs and ideologies which have little to do with

can change the world or is that another idea from the

So how do artists respond to this post-communist,

communism? A world in which countries and socie-

past that has been overwritten by something that we

post-utopian condition? What can be discussed as

ties are disrupted by territorial disputes, and by bloody

like to call reality? Can art that is for the most part

Red Art in the recent past and present? In this issue of

fights about questions of religious identity, national

commercialised and produced in a capitalist art mar-

Leonardo we have gathered some answers to these

identity, and ideology? Where communism has been

ket be ‘red’ at all, or does it have to reject the system

questions in the form of papers, essays and artworks,

overrun by capitalism with rare exception; where the

established by galleries, fairs and museums in order to

the latter produced especially for this purpose. Bring-

European left movement is weak. Where the post-

be truly ‘red’?

ing together and editing this issue was challenging

industrial era has produced an economic reality that is
orders of magnitude more complex, transnational and

Decades ago, when artists started to use new media

for contributions as open as possible and to not pre-

therefore more difficult to control or change, than his-

such as video and the computer, their works were

define too much. We were interested in what kind of

tory has ever seen. In this situation, can there (still) be

‘new’ in the way they were produced and distributed,

responses our call would produce at a moment when

art that deals with ideas of communism constructively,

and changed the relationship between artists and their

the world is occupied with other, seemingly hotter

or does contemporary art look at communist ideals

collaborators as well as between the artworks and

topics, and it is fascinating to note that the resulting

only with nostalgia?

their audiences and ‘users’ respectively. Most of this

edition quite naturally spans decades of art produc-

new-media-based art circulated outside the ordinary

tion and the respective ‘new’ technologies as they

market and found other distribution channels. The

related to ideas of social equality and empowerment

capitalism, globalisation and neo-liberalism from a

majority of works were inspired by a quest for the

– from video art to net art to bio art. This issue shows

leftist position – is this kind of art ‘red’ per se? Do we

‘new’ and consistently broke with old aesthetic prin-

that the search for alternative ideas and perspectives,

expect Red Art to be ‘red’ in content, for instance, in

ciples and functions. Much of it was also driven by a

and an adherence to leftist ideals is neither futile nor

directly addressing topics such as class struggle, the

search for the ‘better,’ by overthrowing old hierarchies

simply nostalgic. But that this search is ever more
relevant, particularly at a time when European politics

And let’s be clear: is art that simply speaks out against

16
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because we decided from the start to keep the call

negatives of capitalism and a new neo-liberal world

and introducing a more liberal and inclusive concept

order? And if it does, is it enough to be descriptive

of the world, based on self-determination and active

is seemingly consolidating and wars around the world

or do we want art to be more than that, i.e., provok-

participation. Last but not least the emergence of the

are establishing new regimes of social and economic

ing, forward-thinking or even militant? In 1970, Jean-

Internet brought us a fertile time for new and revisited

inequality.

Luc Godard drafted a 39-point manifesto Que faire?

utopias and artistic experiments dealing with collabo-

What is to be done? that contrasted the antagonistic

ration, distribution of knowledge, shared authorship,

practices of making political films and making films

and appropriation of technologies. Today we know

‘politically.’ It called unequivocally for art that actively

that neither the Internet nor any other new technol-

takes up the position of the proletarian class and that

ogy has saved us, but that the hopes for a more demo-
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Why Digital Art is Red

The divide between the art shown in major muse-

This description of the divide has been put in extreme

Thirty years ago, to find out what was happening

value). It should be no surprise that they are frequent-

ums and art fairs and that associated with the new

terms for the sake of clarity, and there are a few

in Gaza, you would have to have had a decent

ly and without qualification denied the status of ‘artist.’

media scene has been deep and durable. Many crit-

instances of the split appearing to erode.

ics have puzzled over it, particularly because there is

persistence remains one of the most striking features

those great newsstands in Times Square and

It is also clear why the death of leftist ideas in elite

much that the two realms share, including the desire

of the general fragmentation of the fast-growing

North Hollywood that carried the world’s press.

discourse does not hold in new media circles, where

to put people into unusual social situations.

1 Yet

3

Yet its

short-wave radio, a fax machine, or access to

and globalising art world. That persistence rests on

Not anymore. We can get a news story from […]

the revival of thinking about the Left, Marxism and

some of the reasons for the divide are plain enough,

solid material grounds, laid out by Marx: the clash of

Gaza or Ramallah or Oaxaca or Vidarbha and

Communism is very evident.

and they are about money, power and social distinc-

economic models is a clear case of the mode and rela-

have it out to a world audience in a matter of

tion. The economic divide is across competing models

tions of production coming into conflict, and is part

hours.

of capitalist activity: the exclusive ownership of ob-

of a much wider conflict over the legal, political and

jects set against the release of reproducible symbols

social aspects of digital culture, and its synthesis of

4 Copyright is one arena

5

8 The borders of art are

blurred by putting works to explicit political use (in

violation of the Kantian imperative still policed in the
mainstream art world).

9 Very large numbers of peo-

It is hard to ban social media, it has been claimed, be-

ple are continually making cultural interventions online,

cause it entwines video fads, kittens and politics (and

and value lies not in any particular exceptional work

into networks with the ambition that they achieve

production and reproduction.

maximum speed and ubiquity of circulation. The social

where the clash is very clear. Think of the efforts of

banning kittens looks bad). So the insight attributed

but in the massive flow of interaction and exchange. In

divide is between a conservative club of super-rich

museums to control the circulation of images and to

by some to Lenin – that capitalists will sell us the rope

that world, as it never could in a gallery, the thought

collectors and patrons, and their attendant advisors,

levy copyright charges, while at the same time sur-

with which to hang them – is still relevant.

who buy their way into what they like to think of as a

rendering to the camera-phone as they abandon the

sophisticated cultural scene (Duchamp Land), against

attempt to forbid photography in their galleries.

a realm which is closer to the mundane and more
evidently compromised world of technological tools
(Turing Land).

2 Power relations are where the divide

appears starkest: in one world, special individuals

So where is Red Art and the left in this scenario?
Amidst the general gloom and lassitude that has beset
much of the Left in Europe and the US, the develop-

6

may creep in that there is nothing special about any
one of us. And this may lead to the greatest scandal

In an era in which the political and artistic avant-

of all: think of the statements that artists who deal

gardes have faded, the affiliation of the art world

with politics in the mainstream art world are obliged

that is founded upon the sale and display of rare and

to make as their ticket of admission – ‘my art has no

unique objects made by a few exceptional individuals
– in which high prices are driven by monopoly rent ef-

political effect.’ They have to say it, even when it is patently absurd; and they have to say it, even as the art

known as artists make exceptional objects or events

ment of the digital realm stands out as an extraor-

fects – tends to be with the conspicuous consumption

with clear boundaries that distinguish them from run-

dinary gain. It allows for the direct communication,

of the state and the super-rich.

of-the-mill life; and through elite ownership and expert

without the intermediary of newspapers and TV, of

taint of the common desktop environment is enough

and regulate the effects of its displays. So at base, the

curation, these works are presented for the enlighten-

masses of people globally – who turn out to be more

to kill aesthetic feeling. The affiliation of at least some

divide is economic, but at the level of what causes the

7

Here, the slightest

world itself becomes more exposed to social media,
and is ever less able to protect its exclusive domain

ment of the rest of us. In the new media world, some

egalitarian, more environmentally concerned and

of new media art is rather to the kitsch, the populist,

repulsion from digital art – that puts collectors and

‘artists’ but also collectives and other shifting and

more seditious than the elite had bargained for. Alex-

and to the egalitarian circulation of images and words,

critics to flight – it is deeply and incontrovertibly politi-

anonymous producers offer up temporary creations

ander Cockburn, with his long career in activism and

along with discourse and interaction. New media art-

cal.

onto a scene in which their works are open to copying,

journalism, remarks:

ists who push those attachments work against some

alteration and comment, and in which there is little

of the deepest seated elements of the art world

possible control of context, frame or conversation.

ethos: individualism, distinction, discreteness and

10 They run headlong from the red.

Julian Stallabrass

preservation for posterity (and long-term investment
18
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THE DESIRES OF
THE CROWD
Scenario for a Future Social System

A B S T R A C T

The micro-financing of artists offers new possibilities for people outside the
economic and cultural elite to become patrons of the arts. One might term
it a more democratic base for the artistic activity and its varied discursive
practices. However, it is not just the economy of art that focuses on people
with the particular skills to make things that get called ‘art.’ Promoting a
personal brand in the form of taste, education and social relations is also
central to every career in an insecure and flexible labor market, and not
only in the creative sector. Accordingly, the crowd funding of humanity,
rather than of production of commodities, is a possible and reasonable

by

Karin H a nsson

scenario for a future social system, where people are deeply interconnect-

1. INTRODUCTION
The capitalist system Marx described when formulating his theories was based on nineteenth-century
industrial capitalist society. New methods of com-
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munication have since changed the conditions for
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capitalism. Parts of today’s network-based creative

in Digital Media

economy are characterized by the humanistic values
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some writers claim Marx was looking for when he for-
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mulated the theory of alienation.

http://people.dsv.su.se/~khansson/

and Negri argue that the new economy of affective

http://temporaryart.org/karin

labour and networked relations amounted to “a kind

1 For instance, Hardt

of spontaneous and elementary communism.”

2 This

ed in collaborative networks.
In order to examine what such a system might look like in practice, I
have in my project The Affect Machine formulated a market place for social relations. Here I show how the principles for a capitalist institution like
a corporation can be combined with those of a digital social network, and
thus point to a form of merger between the private and public sector. In
this scenario for a future social system, we may approach something resembling Marx’s vision of a communist society.

stateless network economy operates in a relational

space where the consumer is also the producer, and
self-fulfillment, as much as financial gain, is the goal.
man beings,” in which the products of work would re-

part 4, I describe how changing the production condi-

In this article, I describe how to alter the functionality

flect human nature, and would be made for reciprocal

tions for art creates new opportunities to deepen the

of the creative sector and develop institutions allow-

benefit as a free manifestation and enjoyment of life.

ing for a union of the private and public sector. In
doing this, we may approach something resembling

By combining an institution from the public sphere

I discuss how to create institutions that unite the pri-

Marx’s vision of an ideal society as he describes in,

with the private, I show how we can create a scenario

vate with the public, by combining a system of online

for a future social system. In the next part, I give a

trading with an online social network. In part 7, I draw

for example, Comments on James Mill.
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relationship between producer and consumer. In part
5, I argue for a broad definition of the artist. In part 6,

3

Here, un-

like in his other texts where the communist society is

brief description of Marx’s theory of alienation. In

the conclusion that today we can see the embryo of a

described only as the antithesis of capitalism, he de-

part 3, I describe how the art world can be seen as

communist society.

scribes his vision more directly, as “production as hu-

an exception to the mainstream market economy. In
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2. ALIENATION ACCORDING TO MARX
The theory of alienation is central to Marx’s analysis

Let us suppose that we had carried out production

If our goal is to overcome alienation by foster-

art as a way to launder their economic capital with

of capitalism. During the financial and political condi-

as human beings. Each of us would have, in two

ing bonds between man and man, then we must

cultural capital.

tions of the Western industrial revolution, a division of

ways, affirmed himself, and the other person. (1) In

build up institutions which enable man to identify

economic capital is not usually the main motive of the
art world’s participants. What is most pursued by the

labour on an unprecedented scale was made possible,

my production I would have objectified my individu-

his ends with those of others, with the direction

which drastically reduced the individual’s ability to

ality, its specific character, and, therefore, enjoyed

in which his society is moving. In other words, we

producers in this field is not profit, but self-realization

monitor and control the results of her own work. Marx

not only an individual manifestation of my life dur-

must try to reduce the gulf between the realms of

and peer recognition.

argued that this created alienation in society that op-

ing the activity, but also, when looking at the object,

the private and the public.

erates on several levels:

4

I would have the individual pleasure of knowing

8

12

Others argue that since modernism and the break-

my personality to be objective, visible to the senses,

Thus, that the differentiation between people should

through of industrial capitalism, it is peer recognition

and, hence, a power beyond all doubt. (2) In your

be avoided, and that the gap between what is seen as

that is most important for artists, more important

sumer. Instead of producing something for another

enjoyment, or use, of my product I would have the

private and what is seen as public should be reduced.

than recognition from gallery owners, collectors and

person, the worker produces for a wage.

direct enjoyment both of being conscious of hav-

a wider audience.

ing satisfied a human need by my work, that is, of

seen as a necessary evil, as a way to get money for

1. Alienation between the producer and the con-

2. Alienation between the producer and the product
of the work. As the production is split into smaller

having objectified man’s essential nature, and of

parts and the worker becomes an instrument that

having thus created an object corresponding to the

makes a limited part of the whole, the pride and

need of another man’s essential nature...

7

13 To sell their art ‘commercially’ is

studio rent and the necessities of the life as an art-

3. AN EXCEPTION TO THE MARKET ECONOMY

ist. This has similarities with the work ethic of today’s
Today, Marxist scholars claim that we are living in a hy-

so-called open source communities, where the driving

percapitalist era where more and more relationships

force is primarily to achieve fame and acknowledg-

In this perspective, production is a mutual exchange

with other people are converted into commodities

ment from peers.

are denied their identity. By losing control over the

that strengthens individuals. The producers are

without contact with the specific needs and expres-

product of work and thus pride in labor, the worker

strengthened by expressing themselves through their

sions of the people who produce or consume them.

is deprived of the right to be a subject with agency.

work, where the product is an expression of their

But a small creative class of people has resisted the

subject and position in the world, and thus expands

temptation of capitalism, and refuses to participate in

their power and range. As this expression of their

the regular market. This creative class consists of an

Yet even artists adapt to new conditions of production,

satisfaction of work is lost.
3. Alienation of workers from themselves, since they

4. Alienation of the worker from other workers,
through the competition for wages, instead of
working together for a common purpose.

9

14

4. NEW PRODUCTION CONDITIONS FOR ART

identity is put into use, and used by other individuals,

art avant-garde that plays in another arena, what the

and must somehow finance their fulfillment, which, af-

the producers also get the satisfaction of seeing their

sociologist Pierre Bourdieu calls the field of restricted

ter all, takes place within the framework of capitalism.

A capitalist society, divided into classes of bourgeoisie

products in use, as a response to other people’s hu-

production.

and proletariat, stands in contrast to the ideal of com-

man needs.

products as possible to a broad mass, but a few to a

For instance, the British artist Tracy Emin sold options

limited audience of other cultural producers and col-

on her future work for £10 in the early 1990s.

leagues. Your access to this market depends on your

recent decades, financial crises, digital technology and

munist society where there is no need for the state

10

Here the game is not to sell as many

15 In

and class differentiation; instead everyone owns the

Exactly how this state is achieved is, however, contro-

means of production, and the principle of distribution

versial, and the self-proclaimed precursors of Commu-

social relationships more than your financial capital.

a new form of network economy have stimulated a

is famously: “From each according to his ability, to

nist society, the socialist states of the twentieth cen-

The products are an expression of the producer’s

search for alternative forms for financing the visual

each according to his need!”

5

tury, fell far short of these high ideals. Yet the problem

individuality and the result of a desire to participate

arts. Crowd funding is one of these forms. Internet

of alienation has not dissipated, and may indeed have

in the arts collective. They are a reflection of other

sites like Kickstarter and Crowdfunder make it pos-

This has often been interpreted to mean that every-

got worse as capitalism lost its socialist other. How-

individuals’ need to understand themselves and their

sible to gain small, but potentially numerous, contri-

thing should be shared equally, but Marx says nothing

ever, in a description of the alienation in American so-

contemporaries, and to be acknowledged as unique

butions from large groups of people.

about equality, rather he emphasizes the relationships

ciety, social scientist Fritz Pappenheim points out the

human beings.

between people.

184

11 But even though this market exists,

6

A communist society is a society

16 Some sites

provide the sponsors with an opportunity to ask ques-

strategy that many feminist theorists have focused on:

tions and propose a change or development of the

where everyone is linked in a mutual interdependency

It may be argued that the global art world can be seen

project. The investors / consumers can therefore be

with others and nature, and self-actualization is the

as a market like any other though with the peculiar-

in direct communication with the artist, which might

driving force:

ity that it has a small and affluent clientele who use

develop into a more sustained relationship. This crowd
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19 Camelio argues that digital technolo-

can also function as a loyal audience and PR-support

consume art.

Is it possible then to widen this relational functionality

stantly changed. Moreover, it is not a competition on

for realized projects; if you have invested in something,

gies are gradually destroying capitalist production

of the art world to other parts of society? To answer

an open market; instead, participation is determined by

you probably also want it to be successful.

conditions, especially in the music industry, as it be-

this question, we first have to examine the concept of

the relationships you have, and how close or far there

comes increasingly difficult to sell music as a commod-

the artist.

are work opportunities in the production network of

Coming up with a good idea for an artwork is not too

ity when it is too easy to copy in its commodity form.

difficult, and arguably the the art lies in carrying it out.

Therefore, the focus on the crowd-funding site is on

This demands skill, experience, contacts, and legitima-

the process and the technology to enable consum-

cy. For this reason, the artist as a person is often more

ers to be with the artist and participate in the artistic

important for the artwork than the idea. Following the

leagues, not some faceless market. The competition

5. THE CONCEPT OF THE ARTIST

is not only individual, but can be seen as a team sport

process, rather than merely buying some end product

In an institutional view of the definition of art, what

are. Here, everyone gains if someone in the network

where there is uncertainty about who your partners

logic of the dominating western modernist concept of

of the process. By donating money on the site to the

gets called art and who gets called an artist is defined

is successful, and everyone is pulled down if someone

art, one cannot alienate the work of art (the commod-

artists you like, you get special privileges to be in the

by the powers within the art world. But even with this

does not succeed. A great deal of time is thus spent

ity) from the artist (the human being).

vicinity of the artist, for instance, as a participant in

approach, important participants in the art world are

not only on making artistic things, but on behaving as

pre-concert activities, and to meet others who share

left out: namely, those who themselves do not think

an artist and being in places artists are, to be present

the term ‘artist’ is interesting, but who the art world

when there is a new market opportunity.

Art is also about much more than producing artworks.

the same passion.

Art sociologist Nathalie Heinich shows in her study

still categorizes as an artist.

of Van Gogh how art in modernism is a belief in the

Perhaps it is mainly the music industry that fits into

special, the uniquely human, and in this belief system

the concept of crowd funding, since it is already built

You can also broaden the concept of the artist to in-

erate in an uncertain and ever-changing labor market,

the artist is an embodiment of this idea of the singular

on relationships with big fan groups. But even more

clude all members of the creative class, that is, often

or who are constantly forced to transform and express

traditionally oriented artists can use technology to es-

highly educated people working with creative indus-

their identity to be recognized. Having a lifelong per-

artwork can be viewed as a way of mediating this

tablish a contact with potential customers on a deeper

tries and problem solving. Needless to say, even this

manent job is increasingly scarce, and social skills are in

singularity, a proof that we are not interchangeable

level. Painter Laura Greengold used an online crowd-

is far too limited, and I would propose a different and

demand in all areas.

cogs in a machine without significance, but that our

funding service to ask people to sponsor a project

broader way of looking at who the ‘artist’ is by looking

the form of taste, education and social relations is thus

particular experience of the world is important and

that was about sharing dreams and stories.

at how such a person is placed on a map of production

central to every career in an insecure and flexible labor

unique. The art world is therefore more about belief

contributors not only sent money but descriptions of

conditions. Here the individual can be seen as either

market, not just in the creative sector. Here you can

in the singular artist rather than in the artworks. Some

their dreams, and Greengold used these as the start-

placed in a structure that she cannot overview or af-

see the popularity of networks like LinkedIn and Face-

and special person, and indirectly of all people.

17

The

sites, for example, SonicAngel and ArtistShare have

20 The

However, it is not only artists of various types who op-

22 Promoting a personal brand in

ing point for a series of paintings. For the artist, this

fect, or as someone who has agency and manipulates,

book as a general expression of the need to maintain a

was not just a way to finance a project, but also a way

navigates and changes to realize herself. In the first

personal brand and many social relationships.

context it is no longer only the artwork that is central,

to create a relational space for her art that she lacks in

position, social relationships are not important, and

concentrated on this aspect of the arts.

18

In this

23

but the existence of the artist. The micro-financing of

the traditional gallery setting. It thus worked as a way

the individual is alienated from herself and her work.

These networks are not only central to the individual’s

artists rather than works of art also offers new pos-

to establish a deeper discussion about the content of

In the other position, relationships are central, and

ability to act as producer and to navigate an uncertain

sibilities for people other than the economic elite to

the artistic process, rather than focusing only on the

the individual is the one who creates the production

job market. They are also important channels for the

become patrons of the arts. One might term it a more

end product. Art that emphasizes the relation to the

conditions. The artist is someone who is in the more

individual as consumer when the abundance of infor-

liberal democratic base for the artistic priesthood and

audience, and art as a platform for a wider discussion

active position, where maintaining relations and com-

mation increasingly makes us rely on recommenda-

munication is central to the work.

tions from people we have a personal relationship with.

its varied discursive practices, as it makes the patron-

do not necessarily have to be restricted to digitally

age of art more easily accessible to people without

mediated art. The participatory aspects of art were

large financial means.

emphasized by Fluxus and the Situationists, to take

According to Chris Mathieu, the editor of an anthology

Social networks in combination with crowd funding

just a couple of examples, and so-called relational art

of research on creative industries, particular features

create a situation where we are linking our social being

For the founder of ArtistShare, Brian Camelio, crowd

has been a marked trend in contemporary art from

of the art field make for distinct conditions for artistic

to economic investment, thus creating direct personal

funding is a way to create deeper and more direct

the 1990s onwards.

production.

links between those who produce art and those who
186
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On the other hand, a digital social network is about
collecting and developing social relationships in a

When this networked social being is paired with eco-

workable way. At best, this network formalizes con-

nomic investment the division between the private

tacts with a group of people I like and trust in one way

and the public sphere is disrupted. The private sphere

or another. This digital platform can facilitate my com-

usually consists of members of a legal statutory family,

munication with this group, and be used as a way to

which for the family members means mutual rights

develop and deepen the relationship by exchanging in-

and obligations enshrined in law but also in norms.

formation. In this way, you can, for example, easily get

The public sphere is typically composed of adults that

hold of someone who can help out with something, or

compete within a market, where the production of

knows where to find a certain type of information.

goods and services is performed on a commercial basis. This market is maintained and governed by collec-

There are interesting similarities in the structuring of

tive institutions that dictate the rules of participation.

a corporation with the structuring of a digital social

Here, a collective of individuals can come together in

network. But while one is based on legally viable con-

companies in which the market temporarily does not

tracts between people that do not need to know each

apply, but where everyone instead collaborates for the

other, the second is built on relationships between

collective good. There is also a capital market, where

people who know each other and which have no legal

companies’ profits for surplus production can be used

validity. If we combine the idea of a corporation with

for investments in new businesses.

a digital social network, this would open up a legal opportunity for people to act as a corporation on a social

Naturally, there is a fuzzy border between the private

market.

and the public sector, which is in constant negotiation.
But must activity be either private or public? What if,

Suppose that each player initially has 100 shares. They

as Pappenheim proposes above, we unite the private

may exchange these shares for shares of other people,

with the public? In order to examine what such a

provided that both parties are interested. In this way

system might look like in practice, I have in the proj-

social networks are established that are legally valid

ect The Affect Machine formulated a marketplace for

and cannot be waived without compensation. Unlike

social relations by combining the principles for trad-

in a social network, the relationship does not need

ing shares with those of a digital social network (see

to be exactly reciprocal; you can exchange shares

figure 1-X). Here you can develop your social capital by

with people who have not exactly reciprocal shares

acquiring shares in interesting subjects. Instead of be-

in you, so the value of different people’s shares will

ing dependent on inflexible and unreliable bourgeois

shift. The sum of your network is your total capital,

constructions like the family, The Affect Machine is a

and this capital increases or decreases depending on

dynamic and much safer way of creating a family that

how well the individuals in your network perform. If

is built on micro-desire rather than a sense of duty

I do not feel good about a relationship with someone

and routine. With a carefully composed Affect Family,

in my network, I can either try to exchange my shares

you spread your risks and create surplus value, thanks

if possible, without too much loss of value, or work

to synergies between different shares in the network.

on improving the relationship, thus strengthening my
social capital. Likewise, it is in my interest to promote

If I am a corporation and want new capital, I can divide

my social network and help my relationships with

the company with a share issue, and sell ownership

their needs. Just like in a family, you simply help each

on to those who are interested. If I want to invest in

other, without thinking about exactly what you get out

a corporation, I must wait until the shares are for sale

of it all, but safe in the knowledge that a long-lived

on the open stock market. If, as a corporation, I need

loyalty is being inculcated, in part through a binding

more capital, I can issue new shares; that is, splitting

legal contract. Unlike a family, which usually is not very

Figures 1, 2 & 3. The Affect Machine, Karin Hansson, 2012. Web page, http://affectmachine.

the company into even smaller parts in the hope that

large, and in practice can be quite unreliable, here risk

org/. © Karin Hansson, 2012. Used with permission.

more people will want to invest.

is spread across a larger number of people. In practice,
this legal institution can replace and merge institutions
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that are now divided between a private and a public

symbols as a way of signaling group affiliation and hi-

sphere, and thus create a legal support for the devel-

erarchy will become less important, thus reducing the

opment of a communist society. Here, maintaining and

need for commodities and the exploitation of natural

developing relations are central to the work, and the

resources.

nificance of Free Software (Durham, NC: Duke University
Press, 2008); Joseph Lampel and Ajay Bhalla, “The Role

To translate this into Marx’s terminology, instead of

There are those who contest this reading, and associate

of Status Seeking in Online Communities: Giving the Gift

alienation, stronger relationships are created:

Marx and humanism, notably Norman Geras: see especially

of Experience,” Journal of Computer-Mediated Commu-

his book Marx and Human Nature: Refutation of a Legend

nication 12, no. 2 (2007), http://jcmc.indiana.edu/vol12/

»» The relationships between the producer and the

(New York: Verso, 1983).

cial network, we can sketch a form of how the private

consumer. Instead of producing work for a wage, a

and public sectors can approach each other.

direct relation is produced to another person.

7. CONCLUSION: AN EMBRYO OF A COMMUNIST
SOCIETY

2. Michael Hardt/ Antonio Negri, Empire (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 2000), 294.

issue2/lampel.html (accessed July 8, 2012).
15. Lynn Barber, “Lynn Barber Meets Tracey Emin,” The
Observer, April 22, 2001, http://www.guardian.co.uk/

»» The relationship between the producer and the

3. Karl Marx, “Comments on James Mill (1844),” Marxist.org,
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producer has total control over her own self-image
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In practice, a lot of institutions, laws and norms need
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consciousness suggests that humans are highly malleable.
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individual navigates and changes the structure to realize herself.
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